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Abstract: Digital Right Management (DRM) is a technology used to manage the usage of the digital contents that distributed through the Internet, and helps the content owners to prevent unauthorized use of their copyrighted content. However, consumer privacy is a growing problem appeared in DRM environment. This problem emerged because of the consumers can distribute copies of the digital contents without any consideration of the owners’ copyright, which lead to moving the content owners to use DRM that allows the consumers to access the content only if they have authenticated by their identity information. Thus, the consumer privacy is violated in DRM system. This paper gives a survey about the current consumer’s privacy preserving solutions. It analyzes their advantages and disadvantages and then highlights some open issues to be addressed.
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I. Introduction

Since the rapid growth in the communication technology, it is became fast and easy for the consumers to obtain any digital contents such as: digital music, movies, and e-Books from anywhere through the web sites. These digital contents are available for the consumers without any constraints on the content distribution. Thus, numbers of problems are appeared. Firstly, the consumers are able to distribute these contents acting as the contents owners. Secondly, any consumer can copy and use these contents without buying it. These problems caused a big revenue loss for the content owner [16], [6]. To overcome these problems, digital rights management (DRM) technology is becoming one of the available solutions. “The DRM is a technology that allows only authorized consumers to access digital contents” [6]. In DRM system, a content is encrypted by cryptography techniques and controlled by digital license which contains sets of the usage rights produced by the content owner and the consumer should practice them when using the digital content [10, 6]. By this system, only an authorized consumer can obtain the license and access the required content, and the consumers are required to disclose their identities to the license issuers to obtain the required license. Thus, consumers’ identities information is revealed during the license acquisition process, and the consumer preferences could be tracked as we will detail later [10, 4, 37]. Getting access to the required content, and the consumers are required to disclose their identities to the license issuers to obtain the required license. Thus, consumers’ identities information is revealed during the license acquisition process, and the consumer preferences could be tracked as we will detail later [10, 4, 37].

A. Our contribution

Clearly, the DRM technology overcomes the problems of the content owners and protects their copyright. However, it has not paid much attention to the consumers’ right. Thus, in this paper we will discuss the consumer privacy problem in DRM systems, and highlight the importance of the consumer’s privacy. Then, we outline number of methods used to solve this issue, and present an overview of the existed proposed solutions that address the consumer privacy problem to enhance the public image of DRM systems.

The rest of this study is organized as follows. Next Section explains what the DRM is. Section III discusses a number of DRM open issues. Section IV gives an overview of privacy in DRM whereas the requirements of DRM Privacy protected in Section V. The techniques used to address the requirements identified in DRM consumer privacy problem in Section VI. Section VII gives an overview of the proposed solutions that address the consumer privacy problem whereas we present our proposed solution in Section VIII. The comparison between these solutions in Section IX. Finally, the article is summarized in Section X.
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II. DRM Overview

There are different DRM models [6], [7],[ 8],[ 9], those have different DRM functionalities, names and ways to specify the content usage right. However, the basic DRM processes are the same in all these models.

We present an overview of modern DRM system typically involve distinct four parties: content owner, content provider, license server, consumer, as we shown in the Figure 1. This system separates between the purchase and delivery of the content, and the license (content decryption key, usage right) delivery, in which each of them are delivered in separated package [44]. The parties of this system are as follows:

- **Content Owner (CO):** is an entity that usually owns the copyright of the contents, and define its usage rights. It responsible to encrypt the digital contents using encryption algorithm and transfer them to the content provider (1), also he transfers the decryption key and the usage rights to the license server to generate the license (2).

- **Content Provider (CP):** is an entity that distribute, advertise the protected digital contents and transfers them to consumer (3), (4). It responsible for checks the consumer authenticity (if he is authorized or not), the payment process (5), and send license details for the license server to generate the required license (6).

- **License Server (LS):** is an entity that is responsible for issuing the required license for content and transfer it to the consumer (7).

- **Consumer(C):** is an entity in the system that needs to purchase and playback specific DRM- protected digital content on his device. So, he can download the protected content from content provider through his website and obtains the license from the license server. To buy the license, the consumer needs to install DRM client on his device and authenticate himself to the CP, and then make payment through gateway (which associated with CP). Once the consumer is authorized, CP reports the license server to issue the license. Finally, the consumer can obtain the license from LS and access the content according to usage rights that defined in the license.

In the DRM system Firstly, the content owners encrypt their contents using encryption key and define its usage rights. The owner sends the protected content to the content provider to distribute it in the distribution server to be allowed to the consumer for download. And, he sends the decryption key with the usage right to the license server to generate the license for the consumer. When the consumer choose DRM- protected content, They can download it from CP website and request the license from CP. CP checks consumer authenticity. If the C is valid and make a payment, the CP report the LS to issue the required license. Finally, LS sends the license to C. Thus, the consumer can play/ view his content accordance to the usage right.

A. Notation

Table 1 denotes the notation we use throughout the remainder of this paper.

III. DRM problems

Now, we give an overview about number of issues that faces the DRM system. Such as: consumers’ privacy, DRM interoperability, DRM incompatibility, first-sale doctrine (i.e. license reselling).

A. Consumer privacy

The current DRM systems give the content owner most authorities and abilities, neglecting the rights of the consumers [13]. Thus, the content owner feels satisfaction with the DRM system. Such as: consumers must to register by their real identities with a content owner to be authorized and get the content, also they are required to disclose their identities to license issuer to obtain the content licenses [6]. Moreover, the DRM system can track the consumers’ playing statistics that violate his privacy [4], e.g. what time you play, which music, how often do you play them, etc.

B. Interoperability

In our current, the companies have several heterogeneous computing devices. Thus, interoperability between these devices are truly necessary for companies to function, where interoperability allows the consumer to use the digital content in multiple ways and multiple devices [12]. However, current DRM systems do not have a common DRM interoperability scheme led to force the consumers to buy the same digital contents many times to be able to use them on their heterogeneous computer machines [6].

C. Incompatibility

DRM systems require specific software/hardware installed on the consumers’ PC or laptop to be render. The incompatibility problem appeared when the required software does not work with the installed operating systems. For examples, adobe digital editions do not work on Linux operating systems [12], and in August 2006, the sales of PDF is stopped in amazon with DRM restrictions, and the consumers could not access their files 30 days after that from on line services and on new devices [11].

D. First-sale: License Reselling

Distribution a digital content depends entirely on the license of digital content [6]. Thus, even the consumer obtains digital content from content provider, he cannot access it unless pays to the License issuer for a content license. This license contains the content decryption key and a usage right that is do not permitted to consumer to resell the content or actually resells the license of this content. Under this approach, the DRM system does not allow for the consumer to resell the license that he pays his money to obtain it [6, 13].
Table 1. Notation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notations</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DRM</td>
<td>digital right management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Consumer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP</td>
<td>Content provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS</td>
<td>license server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LI</td>
<td>license issuer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>content owner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Distributor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>computing center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTP</td>
<td>trusted third party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWP</td>
<td>software provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSP</td>
<td>cloud service provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APS</td>
<td>Anonymous payment scheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC</td>
<td>key center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEC</td>
<td>content execution center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CADs</td>
<td>content access devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP-ABE</td>
<td>cipher text-policy attribute based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMRM</td>
<td>Windows Media Rights Manager</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. Overview of Privacy
The revolution in the World Wide Web made the individuals interested in electronic means of communications. At this time, privacy concept appeared as an important issue for the electronic community. The famous definition of the privacy as: “The right to be let alone”. It means the freedom to do things without other people watching you or knowing what you are doing.

A. Privacy types
Rachel et al. [17], discussed 7 types of a privacy as follow:
- Consumer privacy
- Personal Communication Privacy
- Association Privacy
- Bodily privacy
- Privacy of behavior and action
- Privacy of location and space
- Privacy of thoughts and feelings

1) Consumer privacy:
It interested about consumer-related information. It gives the consumer the right to control the collection, use and disclosure of their information, such as: the name, address, telephone number, date of birth, e-mail address, ID number, a credit-card number and medical history [15].

2) Personal Communication Privacy:
It means avoiding the breakthrough of communications between consumer and his used machines such as access to e-mail, telephones or mail interception, microphone and illegal recordings. Also, it helps the individuals when communicating with other to avoid monitoring the data that passes between the consumers through communication software.

3) Association Privacy:
It gives the individuals the right to associate with groups or organizations which they choose to belong without being monitored. Such as: political parties, trade unions and religious groups. Thus, the individuals can live in democratic society and they have freedom of political speech and worship.

4) Bodily privacy:
It gives the individuals the right to keep their body function private. It supports a healthy for them (e.g. body examination, medical treatment, avoiding torture or blood transfusion without consent). Also, it helps to prevent revealing any information about individuals' medical conditions.

5) Privacy of behavior and action:
It interested about the individual's activities in private and public space, e.g. personal habits, political activities and religious practices. Where, the individuals can behave in private/public space without any monitoring or control from others.

6) Privacy of location and space:
It gives the individuals the right to move in the public spaces as they want. Such as: walk in the street, live in the home and drive the car. So that the individuals feel they are free without tracking or any objection from the others.

7) Privacy of thoughts and feelings:
It gives the individuals the right to feel as they like and keeps their feeling and thoughts from the others. Also it gives them creative freedom that beneficial to the whole community.

B. Consumer Privacy in DRM
The consumer privacy has a lower priority in DRM systems and it’s has been violated in some process as follow:
- Authentication process: it is an essential process that allows the consumer to be authorized in the DRM system. The consumer is authenticated by his/her information identity with the content owner or the content provider to obtain the protected content. But he did not know who can see this information and where the system stored it. Also, the consumer authenticates himself to the license issuer to obtain the license [6, 14]. This process not only creates the threat of disclosure of a customer’s information, but also may be provide this information to other company’s opponents of the consumer by simply selling this information [15].
- License acquisition: usually the license in DRM system is tied with the consumer identity. Thus, the license issuer can reveal the consumer preferences for specific types of content [19] and determine information about other content which the consumer is running in conjunction with licensed contents [15]. This information can be used for improving the service or marketing to attract the other consumers to trust on the contents.

V. Requirements of privacy-preserving DRM
The DRM systems need to strike a balance between protection of copyright for the content owners and protection of privacy for the consumers. There for, the DRM should satisfy following objectives:

A. Consumer Anonymity:
the consumer’s individual information should not be identified by any party in the DRM system such as, CP or LI. Thus, no party can find who buys and access the content [42], [20].

B. Profile Building Prevention:
The DRM system should prevent any party to build Profile about their consumers such as: trace the consumer’s actions, link these action to certain pseudonyms which is related to a certain consumer and knows the accessed content [42],[3]. Thus, any party cannot be able to de-anonymize the consumer and violate his privacy.

C. Consumer Traceability:
The DRM system needs to trace the consumers for any misuse of their purchased contents/licenses. [13], [8].

D. Collusion-Resistance:
The DRM system is essential to resist any collusion of the DRM servers such as the content owner and the content provider. Because of, they can associate a consumer’s transactions with his real identity [41], [2] and violate his/her privacy.

E. No Reliance on Trusted Third Party (TTP):
TTP means that a broker between two parties who both trust him to facilitate the transactions between them. The DRM system should not rely on TTP based on suggestions from Win et.al in [2] because of in the real life, a TTP can become untrusted and disclose the personal information about the consumer and increase the cost on the consumer.

VI. Methods or Technique Used To Solve the Requirement Identified In DRM Consumer Privacy Problem

This section presents number of methods to address the consumer’s privacy problem such as:

A. Anonymity:
It a property allows the consumer to communicate anonymously with any party in the system [9], [18], where the consumer’s identity still hidden in all system’s process.

B. Pseudonymity:
It a process identifying each consumer by pseudonym instead of his real identity. Thus, the consumer can access a content or a service without his real identity revealed [6].

C. Unlinkability:
It means that a consumer can communicate with the CP or LI without links a consumer’s transactions to his identity or link these transactions to each other. Except in case the consumer is acting illegitimately, an authority be able to revoke the unlinkability [9].

D. TTP:
Is an entity make the consumer doesn’t communicate directly with CP or LI and preserves his identity from them [6], [1].

E. Smart-Card:
It a method to preserve the consumer privacy by smart card that can use on any compliant device and used as consumer’s unique identifier instead of his real identity during authentication process [3].

VII. The proposed solutions to solve the consumer privacy problem

DRM systems are proposed to address the consumer privacy problem. On the basis of their solution, we categorize these research works into three classes and some branches as we shown in the Figure 2.

![Figure 2. The classification of the proposed solution](image)

A. DRM schemes for cloud environment
Cloud computing is an Internet-based computing technology which allows to store and access large amount of data and programs from different sources and countries over the Internet instead of your computer’s hard drive [32].

1) Using TTP:
We will submit a system using TTP that reviews all registration, deals and transaction communications between all the parties in the system.

Joshi et al [1] proposed DRM-privacy preserving system for cloud environment using TTP. It uses number of cryptographic primitives such as ring signatures with an anonymous recipient scheme [40]. This system permits for the consumer to purchase the software license anonymously and execute it in any computing center through TTP that cannot find out which software the consumer has bought and from whom. Where, TTP gives the consumer token to execute the software at the computing center without revealing any information about him.

This system consists of four participants with different roles as we shown in the Figure 3, and it consists of four phases as follow:

- license acquisition, the consumer anonymously send a license request with software ID to SWP using anonymization network such as ‘Tor’ [21], then he anonymously pays SWP for the license using anonymous payment scheme [22]. After that, the (SWP) generate the license and send it to consumer.

Token request process, the consumer sends a token request with his license to TTP. TTP verifies the license by checking the signature of SWP and the terms of the license, and use the C’s re-encryption key to re-encrypt the encrypted software ID under the public key of the CC. Then, TTP create a token and send it to the consumer. This token is signed by TTP and contains timestamp, re-encrypted software ID and encrypted Metadata by SWP public key.

Content execution process, C anonymously submits the token to CC using Tor. CC validates the token by check TTP’S signature and its timestamp then decrypt re-encrypted software ID and allows consumer to execute the software specified by the ID. CC kept the tokens for certain period of time and removes the timestamps then sends them to the SWP.

Consumer revocation, the malicious consumer who exceeds the execution limit can be tracked by SWP using secret-sharing scheme [23]. This scheme allows the software provider to expose the malicious consumer’s identity through his token, and allows TTP to assign the consumer a pseudonym (p) in each token. When SWP detect the license violation, he reveals C’s pseudonym from the token and contacting with TTP to reveal the mapping from C’s pseudonym to identity.

Advantages of Joshi’s System: Joshi’s solution is being able to protect the consumer privacy on cloud environment and preserve the business secrecy as well. So it addresses the following issues:

- Consumer anonymity: it is preserved where, neither software provider nor computing center obtain any Personal information of the consumer.
- Profile building (under a pseudonym): all the parties in Joshi’s system cannot build a usage profile under a pseudonym. Where TTP cannot find out which software is used by consumer because the license is tie up with encrypted software ID instead of the original software ID. And the consumer submit new execution token to CC for each software execution. These tokens do not contain any information that would allow CC to link multiple execution of the same software by the consumer to one another. Moreover, the consumer creates a new temporary public key for each purchase, so SWP cannot link the purchases of C to each other based on the public keys.
• Consumer traceability: As we show above, the software provider can trace the malicious consumers.
• Flexibility in choosing a license model, SWP in this system presents flexible license models allowing differentiated pricing for software providers.

**Limitations of Joshi’s System**

• Reliance on TTP: the consumer registers by his/her identity with TTP, and in the real life it may be untrusted and disclose the consumers’ identities.
• Adding cost to consumers: using TTP need money to do the service thus existing TTP increase the cost imposed on the consumers.
• Resistant to collision of DRM servers: the anonymity of the consumer is not preserved under collusion of the software provider and TTP. Where, secret sharing allows the disclosure of consumer identities in case of fraud and TTP knows these identities and can reveals it to the software provider.
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**Figure 3. Basic approach of DRM concept in Joshi et al [1]**

2) **Without TTP:**

In the real life TTP may be untrusted and became malicious, thus many schemes are proposed do not reliance on TTP such as:

Petrlic et al. [34] proposed privacy-preserving DRM scheme for cloud environment without using any TTP. It based on use of a combination of cipher text-policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE) scheme [35] with an anonymous payment (APS) scheme [36]. Thus, the consumers are able to anonymously buy content from content providers and anonymously execute it at any content execution centers.

This system consists of five participants the bank, content provider, key center (KC), content execution center (CEC) and the consumer. The bank anonymously issues two digital coin i.e. payment tokens \((PT_1, PT_2)\) for the consumer. These tokens used to allow the consumer to purchase the encrypted content from the CP anonymously, pays for the execution at CEC and used as authorization credential by the CEC towards the KC. Where the KC generates a private key needed for content decryption without reveals the consumers identities. This system consists of four phases as follow:

Payment token retrieval, the bank anonymously using communication channel e.g. TLS [25] issues payment tokens PTs for the consumer worth the specified values and draws the amount from the consumer’s account. Each token PT of them is defined by \(PT_i\)’s ID \([acc]\) and contains account information signed by bank’s public key.

Content purchasing process: the consumer sends the content ID to CP anonymously using TLS and pays for the content with \(PT_1\). Then, \(PT_1\) is checked whether it is worth the price of the content, and a payment transcript is generated during the payment and kept on CP. After that, CP checks whether \(PT_2\) is a valid payment token by checks the bank’s signature. If the check succeeds, CP generate a license include the CP’s terms, \((PT_1, acc)\). Finally, CP encrypts the content key by (CP -ABE) scheme under the license as cipher text- policy during the encryption, and the encrypted content key is forwarded to the consumer.

Content execution: C chooses CEC to execute the content, and communicates with it using TLS, and he pays for the execution with \(PT_2\). CEC checks \(PT_2\)’s validity, and the payment transcript is generated during the payment and kept on CEC. Then C submitted the encrypted content key to CEC and tells it the content ID of the content to execute and from any CP get it. CEC retrieves the content identified by this content ID from CP and contact with KC via TLS to obtain the private key to decrypt the content key. CEC submits \(PT_2\), it is credentials and the license to KC. KC checks bank’s signature in \(PT_1\) and CEC’s credentials validity. If the checks succeed, KC generates the private key identified by the attribute set and returns it to CEC. Finally, CEC decrypts the content key which is used to decrypt the content. This content is executed and the result sent to the consumer.

Clearing and Fraud Detection: both CP and CEC send \(PT_i\)’s component and the payment transcript to the bank via TLS to get their money. The bank checks the \(PT_i\)’s signature. If the check succeeds, the bank books the \(PT_i\)’s value to the party’s account. Then the bank stores \(PT_i\’s[acc]\) and the payment transcript in it is deposits database. When a new entry is stored in deposits database, the bank checked whether the same \(PT_i\’s[acc]\) component is stored already or not. In case of that \(PT_i\) was spent twice, the APS allows the bank to reveals the malicious consumer’s identity.

**Advantages of Petrilic’s System:**

• Consumer anonymity: it is preserved where, neither the content providers nor the content execution center are able to obtain any information about the consumer.
• No reliance on TTP: this solution doesn’t need any TTP in their transactions.
• Profile building (under a pseudonym): all parties in the system cannot build profile about the consumer, where the CEC cannot link content executions to each other. It learns \(PT_2\)’s component that includes the hidden account information. However, this component does not allow for a linkage with other \(PT_i\). And, the CP cannot link license retrievals by consumers to each other although he knows \((PT_i, PT_2)\) because of neither the \(PT_i\)’s components nor the performed payments are linkable to each other. Thus, the licenses are unlinkable to each other. Also, KC cannot link several executions during key retrievals to each other, because the \(PT_i\’s\) components are unlinkable to each other. Moreover, using APS scheme the bank cannot link a \(PT\) that it issued to a consumer during payment token retrieval to a consumer when CP/CEC deposits \(PT\) at the bank to cash the money.
• Consumer traceability: as shown above, the double spending prevention of APSs is used to detect
license fraud.

- Resistant to collision of DRM servers, the consumer privacy preserved under collusion of the CEC and KC, whereas neither KC nor CEC learns any more about the consumer and content to allow them to break the consumer privacy.

- Flexibility in choosing a license model, the pay-per-execute model is presented in this system.

**Limitation of Petric’s System**

- Limited solution: the used digital coin is not used in the worldwide and many people are still unaware of digital currencies.

- Adding cost to consumers: as shown above, the consumer requires spending his/her money twice, one to obtain the content and other to execute it and obtain the private key. That introduces an additional cost to the consumers.

Huang et al. [41] proposed privacy-preserving DRM scheme for cloud environment. It makes combining the techniques of cipher text-policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE) and proxy re-encryption (PRE). By this scheme, the content encryption key and decrypts the content with the content master key and assistant key. The content master key is protected by access policy over attributes.

The consumers only have a set of attributes satisfying this access policy can recover the content master key, and then obtain assistant key and decrypt the content.

This system consists of the following entities: content provider, cloud service provider, license server, key server, attribute authority and the consumer.

The content provider and the consumer are registered with the cloud service provide CSP via secured channel. Where, the CP outsource the contents to cloud storage through CSP. also CSP distribute the license that generated by the license server to the consumers. The key server generate public key and secret key for CP and C, and the attribute authority assigns a set of attributes to the consumer, and then generates a set of consumer attribute secret keys ASK.

This system consists of four phases as follow:

**Content encryption:** CP generates the content encryption key (CEK) that consists of random content master key (CMK) and random assistant key (AS). The CP encrypts the contents by this key and sends it to CSP. Then CP defines the attribute-based access structure AS for the content, and encrypts CMK with AS using ABE scheme, encrypts the AK with the public key and then sends them to the key server through CSP.

**License acquisition:** the consumer chooses the content from the CSP, and pays the chosen content. After that, CSP sends the license acquisition request including the consumer’s usage rights UR to the license server. The license server acquires the encrypted content master key from the key server and generates the license then sends it to the consumer through CSP anonymously. This license includes the encrypted content master key, the usage rights UR, and the license’s signature. Once the consumer receiving the license, he verifies the signature and keeps the license.

**Content decryption:** when the consumer’s attributes satisfy the access structure of the content and he has effective usage rights in the license, they can acquire the assistant key anonymously from the key server to access the content. And if the consumer and his attributes not revoked, the key server re-encrypts the encrypted assistant key and sends it to the consumer. The consumer recovers the assistant key AK with his private key, and then recovers the content master key CMK from the license. Finally, the consumer generates the content encryption key and decrypts the content with the CEK.

**Advantages of Huang’s System**

- This system can achieve consumer anonymity, consumer traceability and Content confidentiality and doesn’t reliance on TTP.

- Cipher text-policy attribute-based encryption technology support: the content confidentiality is preserved under the collusion of multiple consumers whose combining their attributes to decrypt the encrypted content if each one cannot decrypt the content alone. So, the key is dividing under this technology as we show above.

**Limitation of Huang’s System**

- Flexibility in choosing a license model: this system limited support for different license model.

Petric et al. [42] proposed privacy-preserving DRM scheme for cloud environment. It use the homomorphic encryption scheme [43] based on secret sharing scheme and combined with the software re-encryption scheme to achieve the consumer privacy protection.

This system consists of four participants, the service provider, computing centers, software providers and the consumer. The consumers buy the software from a software provider and execute it at a computing center through the service provider which acts as proxy between the consumer and software provider/computing center. These the involved parties are certificated by a public key infrastructure (PKI) that issue each participant by public and private key.

This system consists of three phases as follow:

**Software buying:** the consumer sends the required software and payment token in encrypted message with its signature to the service provider. Then, the service provider verifies the signature and forwards the encrypted message without the signature to the software provider to obtain the software via a secure channel.

**Software and license retrieval:** based on the secret sharing scheme, the decryption key is subdivided into two parts between the consumer and the service provider to prevent the consumer to share it with the others. Thus, SWP provides SP’s with the encrypted software and the license that contain SP’s share of decryption key. Then the SWP send to the consumer encrypted share of decryption key through SP’ as a secure channel.

**Software execution:** C send encrypted message to SP contain payment token for the software execution and modification vector that chosen randomly. Then, C adds modification vector to his share value and encrypts them by its homomorphic key and send them to CC. The SP checks the license, then re-encrypt the software and adding modification vector to it, and then generate aggregated homomorphic key $K_{agg}$ that is unique for each transaction.

This key used by the computing center to decrypt the software decryption key. Then, SP send the re-encrypted software, $K_{agg}$, his share values, and payment token towards the CC. Finally, CC retrieves the software decryption key by decrypting the aggregation of the encrypted share with $K_{agg}$, and then CC executes the software, receives input data from the consumer, and returns the computation result to the consumer.

**Advantages of Petric’s System**

- This system can achieve consumer anonymity,
unlinkability of content execution, flexibility in choosing a license model and doesn’t reliance on TTP.

- Consumer traceability: the license is checked before every software execution. Thus, in case of fraud from the consumer, PKI can disclose the relation between the consumer’s public key and its identity.

**Limitation of Petric’s System**

- Resistant to collision of DRM servers: profile building not preserved under collusion between the service provider with the software provider or the computing center.
- Adding cost to consumers the consumer pays twice, one to obtain the software and other to execute it. So, this system increase the cost imposed on the consumers.

Gourkhede et al. [30] proposed privacy-preserving enhanced DRM scheme for cloud environment without using any TTP. It makes number of cryptographic primitives such as blind decryption and hash chain to avoid the TTP. And preserve the consumer privacy based on anonymous token sets, where the consumer uses them for his/her transactions instead of their real identities.

In the proposed system there are three parties: a data owner, a cloud service provider (CSP) and the consumer. A data owner who generates the anonymous token sets in the system. These token sets obtained only for the registered consumer and after he paid the required amount for service using anonymous payment scheme [27]. Then, the consumer performs the blind decryption protocol [28] to get the decryption key that decrypt the token sets and get list of the tokens. Finally, the consumer obtains the required license from the cloud service provider and access the protected content that he downloads it from the cloud. This system consists of three phases as follow:

Content packaging: the data owner stores the content in the cloud, and defines the usage attribute such as (age, country, and city) for each content separately. The data owner encrypts the contents with the content encryption key (CEK) based on the usage attribute and creates the license with the usage key that decrypt the protected content. Thus, only the consumer who has the required usage attribute can access and download the content he prefers from the cloud.

License acquisition: the registered consumer sends encrypted license request with token for authentication to CSP to obtain the content license. CSP decrypts this request and checks the expiry time of the token, verifies the signature on the encrypted ID of the token and checks whether this token belongs to the revocation list/used token. If the verification success, CSP send the license to the consumer to decrypts and access the protected content.

Consumer revocation: the malicious consumer who violates the license can be revoked by the owner. The CSP can monitor a content usage of the consumer via his/her the computing center. The data owner decrypts token ID of this token and recover all token IDs of the anonymous token set and add this token set to revocation list without revealing the consumer’s identity.

**Advantage of Gourkhede’s System**

- This system doesn’t reliance on TTP, can resistant to collision of DRM servers and achieves Consumer traceability.

**Limitations of Gourkhede’s System**

- Non-anonymous consumer authentication: the consumer register with the data owner by it is identity information that is violating the consumer privacy.
- Profile building: All the content usage of a consumer is tracked by the CSP. CSP are able to build usage profiles of content executions under a pseudonym.
- Flexibility in choosing a license model, this system limited support for license model that allowing differentiated price.

**B. DRM schemes for multi-level distributors**

The multiparty DRM system consists of multiple levels of distributors between the owner and the consumers as we show in the figure [4]. This system sufficient to provide proper business strategies for all regions, and have flexibility of packaging multiple contents together in regional manner. Now, we present different schemes for multi-level distributors system. All of these schemes do not reliance on TTP. However, some of them needed trusted hardware involved in their system and other does not need trusted hardware.

![Figure 4. Multi-level distribution architecture](image)

1) **Need trusted-hardware**

Win et al. [2], proposed a privacy-preserving multiparty DRM system without relying on TTP assumption. It makes number of cryptographic primitives such as blind decryption and hash chain to avoid the TTP. And preserve the consumer privacy based on anonymous token sets, where the consumer uses them for his/her transactions instead of their real identities. This system consists of owner, multiple levels of content providers and consumers, where the owner generates anonymous token sets for the consumer and the content providers performs the content purchase transactions with the consumers. The consumer gets the anonymous token set from the owner anonymously after he pays for the service using anonymous payment scheme [27]. These anonymous token set is encrypted, Thus the consumer register with the owner by his identity information to request the decryption key for these encrypted token sets using blind decryption protocol [28]. All the tokens in anonymous token Set are securely stored at the consumer side. And protected by The Trusted Platform Module (TPM) of the consumer device that encrypts all the tokens to prevent them from stealing/loosing. This system consists of three phases as follow:

Content packaging: the owner specifies the required attributes for each contents separately, and each consumer gets their attribute keys according to his/her information on the registration process. Then the owner encrypts the content...
with content encryption key based on the consumer attribute key set, and stores the encrypted content and it is information in the content server. The consumer can download the encrypted content if he applies the required attributes for the content.

License acquisition: C presents token to CP for authentication. Then, the C send encrypted message to the CP contains secret key, token and license request. The CP decrypts the message and checks the expiry time of the token, verify the signature on the encrypted ID of the token and checks whether the token is revoked/used token. If verification success and the consumer makes payment for the license using anonymous payment scheme. The content provider encrypts the license with the secret key and send it to the consumer. The consumer decrypts the encrypted license and obtain the license. Then, the CP store the token in it is database.

Consumer revocation: the malicious consumer can be tracked by the content provider using the anonymous token which the consumer used in license acquisition. The CP can monitor a content usage of the consumer if his license violated or any misused from him. The CP retrieves the token from it is database and sends to the owner for revocation. The owner obtains the token ID from the token and decrypts it, and then he recovers all the token IDs of the anonymous token set. Thus, the owner can decrypt and compute the anonymous token set and add this set to revocation list without revealing consumer identity and inform all the content providers about the updated revocation list.

Advantages of Win’s System

- This system preserves the consumer privacy in License acquisition without reliance on TTP, can achieve consumer traceability, and resistant to collision of DRM servers, where the owner and the content providers cannot link a transaction with the real identity of a consumer even if they collude, thus the consumer anonymity is preserved under collision of them.

Limitation of Win’s System

- Non-anonymous consumer authentication: The consumer has been authenticated by its real identity with content owner that violate his privacy.
- Profile building: CSP can be able to track a content usage of the consumer even if they do not violate the license.

Petrlic et al [3], proposed a privacy-preserving multiparty DRM system. It based on a re-encryption scheme [33] that runs on any mobile Android device that involves a smart card which used as instead of collaborating with a TTP. This smart card used to check the licenses and determine the consumer is still allowed to access the content or not. Thus, the consumer is able to anonymously buy content and anonymously playback the content. This multiparty DRM system consists of multiple content providers, content distributors and consumers. Where a content provider provides it is protected content to consumer via a number of different content distributors after he/she purchased the license from a CP before. This system consists of three phases as follow:

System initialization: such system is allowed to any devices have different hardware trust anchors. However, it focuses on mobile consumers with different content access devices (CADs) accessing the content, e.g. smart phones, tablets, etc. Any computer have trusted platform modules (TPMs). Where every consumer will employ a smart card in his device that has been provided to him/her. This smart card is programmed before shipping by a private key [Sk, ] and digital certificate [cert, ] that can be used for anonymous authentication with CP during license purchasing process to preserve consumer anonymity.

License purchasing process: the consumer purchases the license from CP via his/her (CAD) i.e. mobile phone from CP, where the consumer and the CP are communicated using an anonymization network such as Tor [21]. The consumer’s CAD initiates the TLS handshake [25] with the CP. Then CP send smart card certificate, it is signature, it is public key with the content-idi of the required content and payment token PT to CP. The consumer gets this payment token by set up an anonymous payment scheme [24] with his/her bank. Then CP checking the signature and creates the license that encrypted under the smart card’s key for content i. Finally, CP forward the license, it is signature, the content-idi and the encrypted content key to the CAD. The CAD stores this encrypted content key and forwards the license and it is signature to the smart card. The smart card verifies the license’s signature and decrypts the license with it is key. And then it checks whether the id was not used before and check whether the consumer is still allowed to access the content. Then the license is stored under the content-idi on the smart card. Content execution, the consumer first selects a CD of his/her choice dependent of the region he currently is in, where the consumer and the CD are communicated using Tor. Then the CAD establishes a TLS connection with the CD. The CD authenticates towards the CAD with it is new certificate. And then, the smart card forwards the list of available content-ids, i.e. music/film to the CAD. The consumer chooses the content-idi to be executed and forwards it together with CD’s certificate to the smart card. The smart card verifies the CD’s certificate and checks whether the license terms still allow the consumer to access the content. Then The CAD re-encrypts the encrypted content key by the CD’s public key and forwards it to the CD. Finally CD decrypts it with it is private key to obtain the content key[CK, ]. Then CD decrypts the content retrieved from CP using [CK, ]. And this content streamed to the consumer’s CAD.

Advantages of Petrlic’s System

- This system preserve consumer anonymity, doesn’t reliance on TTP, preserve the consumer privacy in License acquisition and resistant to collision of DRM servers
- profile building (under a pseudonym): all parties in the system cannot build profile about the consumer, where the CP cannot link different purchases made with the same smart card that use same certificate for anonymous authentication towards the CP.

Limitation of Petrlic’s System

- Limited solution: Petrlic’s solution is limited to specific devices such as smart phones, tablets, etc.
- Adding cost to consumers: As shown above, using of smart card to protect the consumer usually introduce an additional cost to the consumers.
- Consumer traceability: This system does not address how to treat with the malicious consumer which tries to execute content without having a license.

2) Does not need trusted-hardware

Mishra et. al [19], proposed a privacy-preserving multiparty DRM system. It based on the key management scheme based on secret sharing scheme [23, 29], where no party has a
complete share of the decryption key. Thus, the key is protected from the consumers and the involved parties such as the distributor and the license server. It achieves the consumer privacy based on anonymity of contents’ identity and conceals consumer’s preferences from the license server and distributor.

This system consists of: owner, multiple levels of distributors D, license server and consumer. As we shown in the Figure 4, the owner provides it is protected content for free to consumer via a number of different content distributors where C is mobile and move from one region to another. The owner handles the consumer’s registration and assigns a unique registration identity ID, to him, and then the consumer can buy the content licenses from a license server.

This system consists of four phases as follow:

The content packing: the contents are encrypted using unique key for each content, and all content identities encrypted using the same key S. These encrypted contents, their encrypted identities and the content information are sent to D. The encrypted contents are kept on media server and identified only by their encrypted identities rather than it is original identities, and the content details displayed on their website. After the content encryption finished, the key shares are generated using threshold scheme (t, n). It divides the shared key t into n parties in such a way that the key cannot be retrieved unless authorized shares are collected. These key shares are sending to the DS, LS, and O respectively, and D, LS store their key share corresponding to their encrypted identities.

Content download: the consumer with the help of encrypted content identity that obtained from the D, he can download the protected content they want. The consumer performs the name mapping mechanism between content identity and content encrypted identity with distributor to obtain the encrypted content identity for his required content, whereas protect anonymity of contents’ identity and conceals consumer’s preferences from the distributor.

The license acquisition: the consumer chooses D and submits the license request with encrypted content identity to him. D verifies the consumer’s authenticity. If verification success, D encrypt his key share by consumer public key and generates it is signature and send them with encrypted content identity and consumer identity ID, to LS. Then LS verifies the signature of D. If verification success and on receiving the payment, LS encrypt his key share by consumer public key and generates it is signature. Then, LS issues license containing, his key share with it is signature, D’s key share with it is signature, rights and constraints. And LS associates the license with encrypted C’s identity and sends it to C. C verifies the LS’s signature. If verification succeeds, C decrypts key shares of (LS, D), extracts them, and recovers the secret key.

Consumer revocation: the owner can catch the malicious consumer, if the right is violated. The owner retrieves the encrypted consumer identity from the license and sends it to the license server. License server decrypts it and gets the original consumer identity ID, and sends it to the owner. The owner adds this malicious consumer to his revocation list and inform to all the distributors about him without disclosing any information about the consumer.

**Advantage of Mishra’s System**

- Consumer privacy protected in license acquisition without reliance on TTP, consumer anonymity is preserved, consumer traceability and resistant to collision of DRM servers, and no party can build profile about the consumer.

**Limitation of Mishra’s System**

- Limited solution: This system allowed only for the mobile consumer.
- Non-anonymous authentication, the distributor verifies the authenticity of consumer and this verification disclose consumer’s identity.

C. DRM schemes for one-level distributor

The two party systems mean that only one-level distributor involved in these systems (seller and buyer). Now we present three schemes proposed for the two party systems as follow: Feng et al [4], proposed DRM system to protect consumer’s privacy during a license acquisition. It makes number of cryptographic primitives such as (partially) blind signatures [26] that generate signature for content key ID, thus prevent the license server to know what is content that the consumer has requested license for.

In the proposed system there are four parties: content packaging server, license server, payment server, and the consumer. The contents are placed in the content packaging server, and the consumer can obtain the content license from license server after he pays for it through the payment server.

This system consists of two phases as follow:

Content packaging: the contents are classified into different groups according to their prices. The content packaging server generates a unique key ID(kID) for the content and finds the group ID(g) the content belongs to.

These contents packaged in encrypted form using symmetric encryption which the encryption and decryption keys are the same and be ready in content packaging server. The content encryption key (K) is identified by it is key ID (ID) by the following equation: k = sgn(KID)

Both (kID) and (g) are stored into an unencrypted header of the content and extracted from content and sent to the license server to obtain the decryption key in license acquisition.

The license acquisition: as we shown in the Figure 5, after the consumer pays to obtain a license in payment server clarified the content group only (g) and receive payment token, the consumer submits to the license server the payment token, group ID(g) · blinded content key ID (kID) with random number r as: Mb = Bg (r, KID)

Then LS verifies the token. If the verification success, LS signs Mb with stable (partially) blind signature algorithm:

Sb = Sgn(Mb)

And encryts it with C’s public key. Finally, LS returns a license to the consumer with the acquired rights and his signature. Then C’s DRM module checks LS’s signature and the rights to see if the consumer has the rights to access the content. If verification success, C’s DRM module decrypts (Sb) with C’s private key to extract (Sb). And then use random number r to unbind (Sb) to get

Sgn(kID) = Bg(r, Sb)

The resulting signature (Sgn(kID)) is the encryption key where, k = sgn(kID). Thus, this key used to decrypt the protected content, where the content decryption key and the content encryption key is the same.

**Advantage of Feng’s System**

- Consumer anonymity, reliance on TTP, The license acquisition and Resistant to collision of DRM servers.
Limitation of Feng’s System

- Consumer traceability: This system does not address how the content owner could trace and revoke malicious consumer.

![Figure 5. License acquisition process](image)

Yao et al. [5], proposed DRM system preserving consumer’s privacy. It based on the key management scheme with multiple encryption and decryption keys for the content with the same level. Multiple encryption keys protect the content in case that a content encryption key is disclosed, and multiple decryption keys that allows the consumer to hold an individual decryption key from the license server and decrypt all contents in the same level.

In this system there are five servers, as we show in Figure 6, and it consists of four phases as follow:

1. Content packaging: according the content classification mechanism and super distribution mechanism [31], the content provider classifies all the contents into many levels, encrypts these classified contents, places them on the content server and distributing these contents publicly available for free download in encrypted form. When a consumer is interested in the certain content in the content server, he can download this content to his/her devices. Thus, the consumer does not disclosure any information about him/her in this process.
2. Authentication process: the consumer sends an authentication request to the authentication server to get the license and the decryption key. The authentication server checks the consumer’s identity certificate, inquiries about the consumer’s former payment information through the charging server. If either the consumer is in revocation list or has some unpaid bills, the authentication server will reject this request. If verification passes, the authentication server selects a random transaction ID and sends it with approval information to the consumer. Thus, the consumer uses this transaction ID for his transaction instead of his real name.
3. License acquisition: the consumer submits his ID, the approval information and the content level to the license server. After the verification, the license server sends unique decryption key and the license to the consumer. Then the consumer can decrypt the required content. And DRM client in his/her device monitors the content consumption to make sure that all activities are under the permission of the license.
4. Consumer revocation: this system depends on the multiple decryption keys mechanism to trace the malicious consumer. Thus, the license server gives each consumer a unique decryption key to become easy to identify the traitor who gives his key to others.

Advantage of Yao’s System

- This system protects consumer privacy in license acquisition and doesn’t reliance on TTP.
- Super distribution technology support: by this technology, the consumers do not need to contact with content provider directly or leave their personal information in the content server.
- Consumer traceability: As we show above this system can trace the malicious consumer. However, this solution does not address how the content owner how revokes any malicious consumer who misuse the content/ decryption key.

Limitation of Yao’s System

- Non-anonymous authentication: authentication server knows the consumer identity and can link all transaction IDs to the consumer’s identities.
- Profile building: the charging server knows the consumer name and his bill. Thus, this participant can build profile about the consumer.
- Resistant to collision of DRM servers: the consumer anonymity in not preserved under the collusion of authentication server and the license server whereas they can link the consumer’s transaction ID to his real identity.

![Figure 6. The proposed solution in Yao et al [5]](image)

Yuan et al. [37] proposed DRM system preserving the consumer’s privacy. It based on a blind signature scheme [38] and then designed two content key acquisition protocols one based on RSA algorithm [39] and the other is based on El Gamal algorithm [40]. Thus, license server generates the content key without knowing anything about the content hides the usage information in the system and protect the consumer privacy.

This system consists of three phases as follow:
1. Analysis of the WMRM DRM system: WMRM is bound to Windows Media Player that is the most widely used commercial DRM system. The WMRM DRM system applies the symmetric technology which the encryption key and the decryption key is the same, and generates the license by the license server that consists of 5 objects as we shown in the Figure 7. In this license generation process, the license server should know the Key ID to generate the decryption key for the consumer. Thus, the license server can find the content associated with the Key ID easily and track the usage information.
2. In this license generation process, the license server should know the Key ID to generate the decryption key for the consumer. Thus, the license server can find the content associated with the Key ID easily and track the usage information. Content key acquisition scheme, by this scheme, the license server can generate the decryption key in the WMRM DRM system without knowing any information about the Key ID. It is started as follow: the consumer playsbacks the content in the Windows Media Player and send license request with the blinded key ID to the license server. Whereas, both of them authenticate with each other via a secure channel. The license server retrieves the Blind (Key ID) from Object WMRM Header, and sign it to get the signature of the Blind (Key ID). Then the license server generates the license and sends it to the consumer with the Key clue which is the relative information to generate the Figure 7: the license generation of the WMRM DRM system.
Key. The consumer checks the signature of the Blind (Key ID), unblinds the Key ID and obtains it is signature. This signature used as the content key and the consumer can use it to decrypt the protected content in the Windows Media Player. Content key acquisition protocols, there are two content key acquisition protocols, one based on RSA algorithm and the other is based on ElGamal algorithm. They are designed independently and perform some procedures in the content key acquisition such as: blind the key ID by the consumer, sign the key ID by the license server and checks the signature and unblinds the key ID by the consumer to obtain the content key. In RSA-based key acquisition protocols, this system became easy to understand, and be secure against most attacks. However, the computation speed of the key is slow. In ElGamal-based key acquisition protocols, the system be best secure against the reply attack, because of the signature of the same message with the same key is different from each other for the random parameter changing every time.

Advantage of Yuan’s System
- Consumer anonymity: the consumer anonymity is preserved. No reliance on TTP, privacy in license acquisition:

Limitation of Yuan’s System
- Consumer traceability: This system does not address how the content owner could trace and revoke the malicious consumer.

VIII. Our Proposed scheme
Various DRM schemes are discussed in the previous section. In this section we focus on enhanced scheme which overcomes some drawbacks of multi-distributor schemes. We will propose DRM scheme preserve the consumer anonymity and unlinkability. It does not rely on TTP assumption, and support both of the consumer privacy and accountability. Also, we provide our scheme by a privacy preserving revocation mechanism to detect the scammer’s consumers in the system and preserve the copyright.

IX. Comparison to related work
The comparison between the proposed solutions schemes is given in Tables 2 and 3. Where "Y" denotes "Yes/Supported," "N" denotes "No/Not Supported," and "N/A" denotes "Not Applicable." We verify the schemes in the different scenarios where privacy can be threatened.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>[1]</th>
<th>[34]</th>
<th>[41]</th>
<th>[42]</th>
<th>[30]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consumer anonymity</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliance on TTP</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traitor tracing</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility in choosing license model</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlinkability of content executions</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistant to collision of DRM servers</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adding cost to consumers</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Comparison of multi/one-distributor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>[2]</th>
<th>[3]</th>
<th>[19]</th>
<th>[5]</th>
<th>[37]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consumer anonymity</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliance on TTP</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traitor tracing</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer privacy in license acquisition</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need for trusted hardware</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistant to collision of DRM servers</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

X. Conclusions
In this paper, we present a brief description of the various schemes of digital rights management, and a comparative analysis of these schemes is given based on their features to achieve a balance between the DRM system and the consumer privacy. As evident from the analysis, we can design DRM scheme that overcomes the limitations of other schemes, preserving the consumer privacy without reliance on TTP and achieving the accountability.
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